Innovation and
digital transformation
The IDT Filiere has the mission to support Crédit Agricole CIB in the definition and implementation of its digital transformation. In order
to carry out these missions, a small IDT team of employees relies on all the Bank’s core strengths, in France and internationally.
IDT Filiere relies on five pillars (data architecture, expertise, digital watch, digital projects and ecosystem animation). The diversity of
projects within this team makes it possible to develop innovative ideas and contribute to Crédit Agricole CIB’s digital culture.

Innovation

6 countries :

Digital transformation

Digital expert
Artificial intelligence

France, Italy, USA, India,
Hong-Kong, London, Japan

Facilitator

Big Data

1 small team of
employees

16

Blockchain
Agile
Change management
Transverse team

14%

including
in our international network

BUSINESS LINES

DATA
ARCHITECTURE
CONVERGENCE

Define a data-driven strategy and roadmap.
Set up an operational governance to follow
the transformation.

DIGITAL
PROJECTS

ECOSYSTEM
ANIMATION

DIGITAL
WATCH

Management of digital and innovative
projects to create products and services
with new business models, that need
to grow with different organisation to
optimise chances of success.

Ensure collaboration for digital
transformation within CACIB’s divisions and
with Crédit Agricole Group.

Set up a transversal watch on digital that
will identify emerging and disruptive topics,
key opportunities and potential threats for
the Bank.

Some of the positions we offer

CANDIDATE
PROFILES

DIGITAL PROJECT MANAGER

` University / Business School /

Your missions:
` to direct and lead digital projects within IDT with the business lines/departments;
` to deliver digital solutions;
` to assist the business lines in change management;
` to develop project methodology linked to digital expertises.

Engineering school
` Capacity to work in a team
` Results and priorities-oriented
` Strong digital culture

BUSINESS DIGITAL PARTNER
As a Digital Partner, you are the main contact for other departments.
` to advise on digital strategy and transformation;
` to share experience and information;
` to accelerate and ease decision (on partnership, digital priorities, projects);
` to support the development of digital expertise;
` to ensure global consistency towards Business Lines/Departments.
DIGITAL EXPERT
As a Digital Expert, you are the main contact for other departments.
` to guide the realisation and implementation of the main digital projects;
` to advise the business lines (what tools are available, how to accelerate projects,
methods and practices to use);
` to encourage the sharing of experience and information;
` to animate communities and promoting the various projects.

` Strong interest for innovation
` Excellent interpersonal skills
` Fluent English

Project manager
within other
departments

International
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Expert manager within
other departments

The + points
Cross-disciplinary: regular contact with other business lines

Digital transformation actor: implementing innovative projects

To apply, visit www.jobs.ca-cib.com
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Expertise: development of technical and digital skills

